No more Keys
Are you frustrated by lost door keys and all the expense
involved in replacing?
Don’t know who’s got keys

“Applying technology
to security”

Do you think it is too expensive to put Access Control on
Offices or plant rooms.
Think again…
Glass doors

Use your existing access
control card

Padlocks

Imagine being able to control access to your building with no expensive
wiring or WIFI infrastructure needed. All your locks communicating with a
central PC by using the key cards as their network!
This is done by means of a few strategically placed on-line access readers that
also serve as data transporters. It allows security managers or other users to
easily monitor all their main access points and all their interior doors too and
thanks to its audit trail capabilities enables them see exactly who was where
and when.
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Features and Benefits




Cheaper than changing keys and locks all the time
Use existing cards or inexpensive cards
No more bunches of keys just one card
Audit trail of who has access and where they have been
Easy to restrict access
Do not have to worry if a key/badge is lost you just suspend it.
Fast, Low cost and easy installation to existing or new doors with no
cable.
Benefit of an online system for less than the cost of a standalone system
(no handheld programmer, updates via existing access cards).
The ability to install remote doors with no communication link
Room power switch available. (Saves up to 40% of the residence power
bill.)
Lenel data link.
Diverse range of handles and lock mechanisms including lockers.



The ability to program new badges/cards to remote locks with no direct












communications link.

